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Byron and Sufism: His Concept of Selfless Love
"Don't ask what love can make or do!
Look at the colors of the world."
~umi.'

The Romantic ardent contemplation of the other involves the self's
elimination of physical distractions and the fusion of all disagreeables which
hinder wholeness. Such a process is only possible through the medium of
"Love", selfless love, which is the only agent capable of detaching the self
from egocentric desires and passions. It follows that the Romantics'
conception of "Love" concurs with their perceplion of knowledge and
conforn~sto their understanding of nature. As much as the integrative power
of love seems to facilitate the Romantic path to knowledge, the Romantic
desire for knowledge seems to be reinfor-ced by the power of their love to
Man and to the elements of nature and the universe. The Romantic poets'
path towards wisdom begins bj. reconciling the opposite elements which,
without love, act one upon the other to block this path.
M. H. Abran~sheeds Romantic poets as "primarily poets of love."'
The Romantics believed that if "essential evil" separates, then "Love" is the
force which "pulls the sundered p x t s together"; this view, Abrams
confirms, is shared by Hegel. Schillel-. and most of the British Romantics.
Abrams quotes Hegel who confirms that "Genuine love excludes all
opposition"; "In love the separate does still remain. but as something united
and no longer as something separate."? Abrarns then quotes Blake, who
asserts that "Selfhood" is ~innihilateciby the power of pure love: "Man liveth
not by Self alone," but "by Brotherhood 01r Universal love."' Shelley
considers "Love" as "the bond and sanction which connects not only man
with man but with everything which exists."' Keats contends that sell-love
vanishes when selfhood disappears as it identifies with sensuous objects
outside i t ~ e l fAnd
. ~ Coleridge believes that love is an essential ingredient to
making "the whole one elf!"^ Abrams ~llso quotes Wordsworth who
affirms:
Love, now a universal birth,
From heart to heart is stealing.
From earth to man, from man to earth.'

Abrams then concludes his discussion by referring to Schelling, who relates
the Romantic conception of love to the Romantic understanding of nature:

The orblt of love was often enlarged to Include the relatlonshp of marl
to nature as well The perception that dead nature IS really alive
Schelllng s a ~ d , IS the result of the attraction of Inner love aqd
relat~onsh~p
between your own spirlt and that whlch l ~ v e sIn nature '

Thus Abranis confirms that selfless love is an essential Romantic
trait: and he must be commended for skillfully highlightin2 this feature in
Rornantic thought. However, he overlooks Byron's congenial perception of
selfless love by ignoring him completely. and he fails to find the correlation
between this Rornantic feature and Sufism.
To speak of selfless love 01. selflessness in Byron's poetry might
seem quite disputable to academicians who consider his works models of
the self-centered versus the other. Indecd, the self in Lord Byron is so
conspicuous that to speak of selflessness at a11 seems far-fetched. Byron's
poetic expression is packed with confrontations between the self and the
other, especially the traditional and forlnalized other. Without denying the
existence of these, I would like to suggest that selfless love is an essential
feature of some of Byron's major poetry, and that this feature is greatly
influenced and shaped by his personal interest in and knowledge of Sufism.
Recent studies have rendered Byron's Oriental scholarship common
knowledge."' However. most of these studies have discussed and explained
Byron's genuine interest in and authentic I-eferences to elements of the
Eastern culture without investigating the congenital aspects of this culture,
Sufism anionzst them, which influenced some of his works. Perhaps the
only schola~\s,ho suggests rather bsiefly. but ingeniously. Byron's kinship to
Sufism is Bernard Blackstone. who notes in his "Byron and Islam: the
Triple Eros." that B11.on's Eastesn hesoines represen1 the "allegorical
mistresses or ~.ouths of Sufi poetl-y. symbolizing noesis, mystical
realization."" Also in his B \ , I . ~ I ~i-1: S I I I . V ~ (I975),
J
Blackstone inakes
several brief but keen references to Byron's intercst in Sufism. I-Ie points at
the poet's interest in "a time-hallowed Sufi tradition," at his "whole
'doctrine of love'. \ ~ i t hhis Sufic affinities." at his concern in the spiritual
death of the Sufi, in "the death to self brought about by unselfish love," at
Byron's sense of Dante's "other I-oots in the Islamic, Sufic civilisation," at
his "Sufic world of ascents and descents, of love human and divine
intermingling in an iconography of nightingales and roses," at his "Sufic
demands of self-forgetfulness in a love beyond love." and, finally, at
"Byron's Sufic imagery."" However. Blackstone's brief but telling points,
geared at stimulating further investigation of the sub.ject, have not found the
proper response from Byron's Scholars. I hope this work would be one of
the possible responses.
In Sufism? selfless love and selflessness are synonymous; they
cannot be treated as independent features, as the first generates the second.
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Taken as a mystical order and as a literary movement, Sufism cannot be
detached from the organic power of disinterested love, which is its basic
path. Indeed, "Love" is a dynamic force enabling the Sufi mystic and poet to
free himself from his selfhood, thus approaching the illuminating stage of
oneness. It is a prerequisite for repentance, abstinence, renunciation, and
reconciliation; it is the "path" and the "way" for elevated wisdom. Also
"Love" enables the Sufi to fix his "amorous gaze" upon the other, be it Man,
Nature, or the Universe, to reach the state of ecstatic consummation, the
realization of the Unity of Being, of all in the Eternal Allah.
Ghazzali, a well-known Sufi philosopher. asserts that all objects
outside the self become one with it by the gnostic power of Love, which
produces the highest bliss in the realization of the self of its union with
1bn
~ 1 l a h . Indeed.
l~
to Ghazzali "Love without gnosis is
l'Arabi, a well-known Sufi poet, affirms: "Love is the faith I hold."" Abul
'Ala claims in his well-known Lu7unziyat:
Now, mosques and churches-even a
Kabeh stone
Korans and Bibles-even a martyr's bone,
All these and more my heart can tolerate,
For my religion's love and love alone.'"

Abul' Ala's "Love" has a reconciliatory power which directs the Sufi
towards higher states of awareness exceeding the subjective perception of
Man, thus acting as an agent capable of diffusing the Christian andor
Muslim otherness of God. That the Sufi "Love" is an agent of wisdom
resolving all tensions between dogmas should appeal to Lord Byron, who
refused to adhere to one dogmatic or philosophic system.
The Sufi also believes that love and knowledge are coexistent, and
that knowledge of the self is incomplete without the self's immersion in the
outer world. Much like Byron, the Sufi poet affirms that the knowledge of
personal experience outweighs that of books or of instruction. It is sought
via spontaneous or willed participation in and mingling with the outside
world, with the unfamiliar other, which is mysterious and inaccessible
unless the self transcends itself to fuse with what is beyond it; i.e., to fuse
with the other. This process is attainable through love, which enables the
union between the beholder and the beheld. At the moment when the Self is
blissfully conscious of the knowledge of an element of the outer world it
contains the idea of that element and the two are united as one reality; but
for the self to contain the idea of that element it must love it first; and to
love it, the self must become selfless.
Byron's passionate fusion with the elements of nature carries his
poetry to the level of a private theosophy reflecting his most sublime and
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mystical insights, a therapeusis of the self and the intellect. In Childe
Hc~rold'sPilp-inzngr,he echoes the Sufi poets when he says:
I live not in myself, but I become
Portion of that around me; and to me
High mountains are a feeling, but the hum
Of human cities torture; I can see
Nothing to loathe in nature, save to be
A link reluctant in a fleshy chain,
Class'd among creatures, when the soul can flee,
And with the sky, the peak, the heaving plain
Of ocean, or the stars, mingle and not in vain.
(Canto Ill, stnz. LXXII)"

A few stanzas later, Byron reaffirms his privatc mystical experiences when
he says:
Are not the mountains, waves, and skies, a part
Of me and my soul, as I of them?
Is not the love of these deep in my heart
With a pure passion? (Canto Ill, stnz. LXXV)

Compare these Ryronic verses to the following lines by Jelaluddin Rumi, a
Sufi poet and founder of the Mevlevi order of dervishes:
I am dust particles in sunlight.
I am the round sun.

...
I am morning mist,
and the breathing of evening.

I am wind in the top of a grove,
and surf on the cliff.
...
I am a tree with a trained parrot in its branches.
Silence, thought, and voice.

The musical air coming through a flute,
a spark of a stone, a flickering
in metal. Both candle,
and the moth crazy around it.
Rose, and the nightingale
lost in the fragrance.
I am all orders of being, the circling galaxy,
the evolutionary intelligence, the lift,

and the falling away. What is,
and what isn't. You who know
Jelaluddin, You the one
in all, say who

I am. Say I
am YOU.''

The above lines irnply. i f anything, that in a state of pure and passionate
love, selfhood and othcrhood vanish away. This "fleshy chain" which
imprisons the universal soul breaks down to reveal the truth of the eternal
harmony and beauty of God. Consciously or unconsciously, Byron seems to
c~l-w~4jucl,
"the unity of being," which the
advance the Sufi ideal of w~rl~clut
self cannot approach or perceive unless it is purged by the divine power of
selfless love. Like the Sufi poets, Byron found in Nature the very principles
of gnosis. To him Nature is n vast panorama of representations which must
be loved, comprehended, and interiorized before it can be transcended.
Byron here is a contemplative traveler and a lover who sets on a pilgrimage
toward perfection and gnosis; he finds forms in nature, which represent
Godhead, or Truth. Nature, then, becomes a vast book of Divine Wisdom.
Byron's obsession with elements of nature as I-epresentationsof eternal truth
is quite often noted by his scholars; i t is tactfully noted by his contemporary,
John Galt, \vho personally experienced the Eastern world and its culture.
Galt contends that
In the air and sea, which have been in all times the emblems of
change and similitudes of inconstancy, he [Byron] has discovered the
very principles of permanency. The ocean in his view, not by its
vastness, its unfathomable depths, and its limitless extent, becomes
an image of deity, by its unchangeable character!lg

For the Sufi, much as for Byron. Nature is a source of spiritual nourishment
and a retreat from materialistic life. Byron's poetic pilgrimages are aimed at
reading deep into this vast book and at redeeming man's self-centeredness.
And i t seems natural for Byron to relate this spiritual nourishment to his
mystical fusion with Nature.
Another aspect of Sufi selfless love, that which binds a lovcr to a
beloved in a? eternal spiritual bond, is clearly manifested in some of
Byron's 111ajor works. Such love dcfies worldly desires, overpowers death,
and enables the lovers to enjoy the ecstasy of their union with the Almighty.
And perhaps Byron's most ob\/ious Sufi expression of selfless love is made
in Tlze Giclo~~i*:

'Yes, Love indeed is light from heaven;
A spark of that immortal fire
With the angels shared, by Alla given,
To lift from earth our low desire,
Devotion wafts the mind above,
But Heaven itself descends in love;
A feeling from Godhead caught,
To wean from self each sordid thought;
A ray of him who form'd the whole;
A glory circling round the soul! (11. 11 31-1 140)

After his separation from Leila, the Giaour, the speaker of the above lines, is
turned by Byron into a Sufi pliilosopl~er01- poct commenting on the divine
source of selfless love. Here Byron affirms that love is man's source of
divine illumination. Lovc "I ift[s] from earth our low desire" and invigorates
elevated moments of cosmic awareness. Indeed, the above quotation
represents the crad.le of [he Suli concepLion of love. Rumi writes:
This is Love: to fly heavenward,
To read, every instant, a hundred veils.
The first moment, to renounce life;
The last step, to fare without feet.
To regard this world as invisible,
Not to see what appears to one's self.20

The above lines coi-respond to By~.on'saffirmation in Dorz Juun. that the
love between Haidke and Don Juan is that
. . . in which the mind delights
To lose itself, when the old world grows dull,
And we are sick of its hack sounds and sights. (Stz. xvii, 11. 2-4)

Selfless love, then? leading to the illuminating ecstasy of the mind, floats
beyond the physical elements surroundin,o it. The spiritual fusion of the
lover and the beloved, the mingling of the two selves in one, eliminates all
sense of "sounds and sigl~ts";i.c., ol' lime and space. Rumi asserts that ~vhen
the lover and the beloved Lire "so dissolved into love, all qu;ilities of
doingness disappear."" As such. seli'less love generates the mystical
experience, which Sufi poets like Jami and Sadi celebrate in their poetry.
Indeed, both Sadi and Juni eniphasize that physical beauty may be a
means to discover the beauty of TI-11th but only if accompanied with
passionate and selflcss love. Whoever has no passionate love, which is
ignited by physical sep;u.ation, punishment and pain. says Jarni, has no
heart: thus, to set oneself free and elljoy everlasting happiness. one must
carry selfless Iovc in his heart.' Accordin2 to Sadi. such an ideal love is the

only way leading towards the awareness of the everlasting Truth: i.e., God.
In this sense: and much like the Romantic's circuitous journey, which
evolves physical separation, followed by guilt, punishment, redemption anti
reconciliation, a pure and passionate love represents a journey into the
primal Truth of the world: i t purifies man's soul, brings i t closer to God, and
immortalizes it."
I have said else\vhere that in his Bride of A h ~ ~ d oByron
s
asserts that
Zuleika ri~idSelim'x passionate pure feelings break the chains of physical
reciprocity and embody thc highest for111 of spiritual love. Their detachment
from sensuality and sexuality brings them close to Sufism, which. as we
have seen above, embraces the pure spirirual adoration of the beloved as one
of the means to reunite with the Almighty. The ideal selfless love between
Selim and his cousin, Zuleika, represented by the Sufi symbols of the bulbul
and the rose, warrants an eternal spiritual fusion bctween both lovers and
between both lovers and Allah. At thc end of the tale, the bulbul, the spirit"Invisible his airy \vings."-of
Sclim. sings :I powerful and swcet song to
the rose, the spirit of Zuleika, \vhicli "Hath f.lourish'd; flourishetli this hour,"
and will tlourish forever (Bride, 11, 11. 690-732). The "Bulbul" and the rose,
then, represent the higlicst statc of cternal synthesis between lovers; they
also represent the Sufi ideal that selflcss love is divine love."
The fact that Byron indicates, in a note to the G i l l o ~ ~that
r , "the
altachment of the nightingale to the rose is a well-known Persian f:ibIe,"
implies his conscious awareness of the Sufi myth ~.clatingthe eternal love
berwecn the bird and the flouer." The myth, celebrated by most Sufi poets.
, ~ ' by Sadi, in his tale of
is referred to by Jami, in Yri.sr(i~llil ~ l l l i l ~ k j l ( ,and
Mejnoun anti Leila. And it so seems that Byron's borrowings of the names
of his heroines from popular Eastern tales, celebrated by Sufi poets.
coincides with his thelnatic purposes and assest, if anything, Byron's keen
learning and understanding of the Sufi ideals.
There is no doubt that Byron's pel-sonal life was fragmented. That
Byron's personal love relationships we]-c traumatic to a degree driving him
to self-exile is certain; but this must have triggered his interest in some kind
of synthesis which he sought in his poetry. His morbid personal affairs
he
drove him to seek ideal selfless love in some of his works. In his lette~-s17
notes that the orient;^! tales were written to divert his mind from his
turbulent relationships. To Lady Blessington he writes: "When I attempted
to describe Haidke and Zuleika, I endeavoured to forget all that friction with
the WOI-lci had taught me."'"~~cli :I willed detachment from the physical
~vorldis a characteristic of the Sui-I poets. And it so seems that in the selfless
love between thc poet anti Nature and among the Giaour and Leila, Selim
and Zuleika, and even Dori Juan and Haidke, Byron took love ro a level
beyond the temporal and spatial, to a levcl which defies the physical and
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sensuous and which fuses the souls in an everlasting eagerness, itself
capable of diffusing physical pain and of creating the divinely harmonious
"colors of the world." This, however. is not to suggest that Byron was a Sufi
poet, but that: when he desired. he wrote like one and that Bernard
Blackstone's keen hints at Byron's interest in Sufisin deserve closer
attention.
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